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The Saturday Drift!
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Monthly Legion Video Nights are back!
 

November 16 at the Legion at 5:30

Join us for an evening of videos and friendship!

Fall Race Series 2022
October

Peregrine   Gross 16  Net 14
Chilly     19   15
Sparkle Plenty    32   28
Elua Makani    32   27
Imagine     36   29

Carol Ship Parade will be held on Saturday December 17. 
Details to be published later.

The Annual Carol Ship Harbour Cruise is on! 
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Colligo Marine® Dux Lifelines are the strongest and toughest synthetic 
lifelines available. If the lashings are changed every 2-3 years your lifelines
 will last least 5-8 years in the tropics. 
Colligo Marine can customize synthetic lifelines for boats of any size! 
Dyneema lifelines are approved for offshore use by United States Sailing 
and the International Sailing Federation. Line is lighter and  easier on the 
hands (& sails) than wire! If your synthetic lifelines get damaged the 
weak points are visible and the line gets fuzzy. These lifelines are totally 
inspectable for your safety!
We use Dynice Dux SK-75 which has similar material stretch to that of 
stainless steel. 5mm Dux has a breaking strength of 11,000 pounds. 
It is pre-stretched at elevated temperatures  to virtually eliminate 
constructional stretch. Other advantages include weight savings, 
DIY flexibility, and no corrosion!

High Tech Stuff (not really)
Taken from the Colligo Marine web page. 

Lots of cool stuff at...    http://colligodux.com

https://velocesailing.se
Great web page here....

...lots of good articles and many tips.

https://www.northsails.com/sailing/en/stories
100’s of sailing artilces, tips & tricks here.....

https://www.pbo.co.uk/seamanship/expert-sailing-techniques-sail-better-faster-safer-72407

More tips.....
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Can you sail without wind?
If your sailboat has motor propellers, then it will be pretty much easy to 
propel your sailboat even when there are no winds. The propeller works by 
literally using a portion of the forward energy to propel the sailboat forward 
while directing the same energy back to the propeller to blow backward.

Looking for sailing tips on the web, I found these....

What makes a good skipper?
A good skipper has to harmonize his crew's wishes and demands with 
realistic and achievable possibilities. Interpersonal skills – most of the 
time aboard the skipper has to deal with people. At the end of the day, 
the good skipper is not the one who knows everything about sailing 
but is grumpy all the time.

Is it cheaper to fly or sail?
Generally, airplanes are a streamlined system of travel where the flyer 
pays for a single or round-trip ticket. Sailing costs far more, considering 
food, fuel, and emergency gear or supplies. Flying, therefore, is cheaper 
than sailing

What time do sailors wake up?
Getting That Morning Wake-Up Call.You'll get up at 5 a.m. every single day.

What skills do you need to be a sailor?
In any case, sailors need physical strength and dexterity along with 
mechanical skills and the ability to take direction and follow the chain of 
command. Depending on your vessel's focus, your ideal candidate may 
need good customer service skills and public speaking ability.


